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1. Introduction 
The generation of programming environments is one of the more promising areas of software 

reusability research. The dominant theme is to combine a language-independent kernel with a 
fonnal language description to produce a programming environment for the desired 
programming language. The kernel provides the common facilities, including the user interface, 
invocation of programming tools, the file system interface, and manipulation of the internal 
representation of programs and auxiliary structures. Representative examples are 
[33,30,6,31,20]. 

Unfortunately, such reusability is severely limited since only the language-independent kernel 
can be reused. The language-specific descriptions are invariably bound to linguistic and 
functional context - it is rare that parts of the descriptions can be reused for different tools or 
for environments for different programming languages. In response to this problem. more and 
more functionality has been pushed into the kernel itself, adding support for symbol tables. 
memory management, debugging, etc. But this doesn't really solve the problem: it is unrealistic 
to expect any set of basic facilities to satisfy all needs for reusability; further, the kernel cannot 
be tailored to stkcific needs, except through the language description. 

We extend the generation of programming environments to support much wider reusability. 
We compose an environment from a collection of fonnal descriptions that each implement a 
basic unit of functionality, called ajearure. An implementor can encapsulate a set of facilities as 
a feature, reuse features across multiple environments, integrate features with other features, and 
tailor features to specific environments. The benefits of this approach are: 

• an environment can be built from manageable, interacting, functional units; 

• these language-independent units support libraries of reusable building blocks; 

• these units provide appropriate boundaries of abstraction without overly limiting 
data sharing. 

Section 2 describes features as an extension of current notations for language description. An 
example of a small environment for programming-in-the-large illustrates the use of features in 
the synthesis of programming environments. Section 3 describes the implementation and 
Section 4 discusses related work. Although motivated by programming environments, our 
notation and algorithms extend well beyond these bounds. Indeed, we believe that features are 
an appropriate paradigm for reusable building blocks for any software system. The concluding 

section supports this claim. 

2. Features: An Example 
We start with the automatic generation of programming environments from fonnal 

descriptions. A generation system typically consists of two parts, the kernel and a translator 
from the fonnal notation into an internal representation understood by the kernel. The 
description also consists of two parts, describing the syntax. and semantics, respectively, of the 
desired prograrruning language. The first, an extended fonn of B~'F [2], specifies the objects to 
be manipulated by the environment (procedures, statements, expressions, etc.). The second 
defines the tools provided by the environment (symbol resolution, type checking. code 



generation, and so on). The tools are usual:y written as attribute equations [32,21] or action 
routines [26, 1]; in both cases, the tools manipulate auxiliary data structures called attributes that 
represent symbol tables. object code. etc. 

\Ve diverge from previous approaches in that we specify a programming environment not by 
one. but by a collection of fonnal descriptions, calledjeacures. Each feature defines both syntax 
and semantics of a unit of functionality that can be incorporated into a variety of environments. 
Some other systems. such as ALOE [8] and Mentor [7], also allow multiple descriptions, but 
these additional descriptions are strictly auxiliary - for describing the structure of attributes -
and are independent of the . primary , language description. In contrast, our primary description 
is obtained by automatically synthesizing the features that collectively define the facilities of the 
programming environment. Features extend our previous work on vie\ ... ·s [l~] - a paradigm for 
generating environments from mUltiple descriptions - by adding interfaces. inheritance of 
facilities, and notation for specifying behavior: together. these extensions support reusability of 
functional units. We illustrate the approach by integrating a feature implementing system 
generation facilities into an environment for programming-in-the-large. 

2.1. A Simple Em'ironment for Programming-in·the·Large 

Feature Module Interconnection Language 

Interface: 

Exnorts all 

Imnorts Programming Language 

. Imolementation: 

Use Progr~~ing Language 

MODULE 

COMPONENT 

- mod-name: identifier 
imports: ~ of identifier 
exports: ~ of SIGNATURE 
components: ~ of COM?ONENT 

.. - MODULE I IMPLEMENTATION 

End Feature Module Interconnection Language 

This feature exports all the named types, including MODULE, 
COMPONENT, SIGNATORE and IMPLEMENTATION. The latter two are 
imported from the Programming Language feature, whose scope is 
opened by the Uses clause. 

Figure 2·1: Specification of a ~foduk Interconnection language 

Figure 2-1 shows a feature that defines a simple module interconnection language. It consists 
of a collection of productions and unions that define the data structures to be manipulated by that 
feature. A production has a list of named and typed components. The type is a primitive 
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("identifier", "integer", "text", and so on), another production, a union, or a collection such as 
"sequence" (an ordered list). A union gives a list of alternative productions and subunions. In 
this case, the syntax description consists of one production (NI0DlJLE) and one union 
(COMPONENT). 

Toe :\10DULE production defines four components. The flrst, 'mod-name', gives the name of 
the module. The other three components are sequences. The 'imports' component lists the 
names of imported modules and 'exportS" lists the signatures of exported facilities. 
SIG~ATURE is imported from the Programming Language fearure, and the :\Ilodule 
Interconnection Language is not concerned whether it is a production or a union: a union is most 
likely, to indicate alternatives such as procedure, variable, type, etc. The 'components' 
component lists the subparts of the module, either other modules or &1PLE!vIENTA TIONs (also 
imported from Programming Language). In addition to this syntax description, the full 
description of the environment would contain an associated operational component (for example. 
to check interfaces between modules), not shown here. 

The most significant differences .between the notation of features and classical syntax 
descriptions are (a) we group productions and unions together into modular units, i.e., features, 
and (b) an interface defines the abstraction implemented by those productions and unions. In 
this case the interface exports all of the data structures defmed within the feature. It imports 
another feature that defines the desired programming language, including the language-speciflc 
SIG~ATURE and Th1PLEMENTATION. As we will see, the Module Interconnection Language 
feature can be combined easily with additional features that augment its functionality. 

2.2. i\-Iake 
Suppose we would like to integrate our simple environment for programming-in-the-Iarge with 

a facility, based on the Unix ™ Make utility [11], for automatically regenerating an executable 
system after source code changes. Traditionally, we might embed this ca~ability directly in the 
language description, but then we could not reuse it. Alternatively, we might add Make to the 
common kernel, allowing it to be reused across all environments, but without means to tailor or 
extend the facility for specific environments. Using features, however, we take a modular 
approach: we define an independent formal description that can be incorporated into and 
tailored for any environment requiring Make-like facilities. 

Figure 2-2 describes the world from Make's point of view. That world consists of a collection 
of dependency units (DUs), each indicating a command that defines the relationship between 
input objects and output objects. Each object indicates the originating dependency unit and the 
time when it was produced. Certain objects are primitive, meaning they are generated outside 
~lake. When the Make command is issued by some external agent, such as the human user of 
the programming environment, Make backtracks through the chain of outputs and inputs to 
detennine whether each output object is up to date with respect to its input objects. If not, Make 
applies the corresponding command to rederive the object. We present the equations that 
implement this behavior in Section 2.4, but flISt we explain how to integrate the Make feature 
with the programming-in-the-Iarge environment described earlier. 



Feature Make 

Interface: 

Imports Time 

Implementation: 

Uses Time 

DU 

OBJECT 

ORIGI~ 

PRIMITIVE 

End Feature Make 

.. -

inputs: ~ of OBJECT 
outputs: ~ of OBJECT 
command: string 

time: TIMESTA..'1P 
origin: ORIGI!l 
content: any 

DU I PRIMITIVE 

TIMESTA..~ is imported from the Time feature. string and any are 
built-in types. PRIMITIVE is an atomic value. 

Figure 2-2: Feature Description for :\llke 

1.3. ~rerging ~rake and the ~todule Interconnection Language 
Programming environments are synthesized by merging features with other fe~ltures. The 

implementation part of a feature may include a ~ferges clause, which combines external object 
definitions imported from other features into a synthesized definition. Further, it may give each 
synthesized object an internal name and it can extend and/or export the synthesized Object. 

In Figure 2-3, the System Modeller feature merges (1) the DU and :\10Dl..iLE productions and 
(2) the OBJECT production and the LvIPLEy1:ENTA nON production. retaining the latter name 
in each case. This means that the System \fodeller includes a ~10Dl.rLE production and an 
D.IPLE~1:E0IT A nON production that inherit from the merged features. The local \10DULE 
production has all the functionality of the DU production defined in the Make feature. as well as 
the facilities defined in Module Interconnection Language; additional facilities, in this case the 
'objcode' and 'symtab' components, can be added by the merging feature. Similarly, 
[~1PLE\1:E~T A nON inherits all the capabilities of OBJECT. This me:-ge clause further defines 
OBJECTCODE as a new instantiation of OBJECT; it inherits all the capabilities of OBJECT as 
defined by the ~fake feature. Thus a module becomes a dependency unit, an implementation 
becomes an object, and object code is defined as an object. 

A more realistic system would merge a large number of such features resembling. for example. 
Figure 2-4. The larger system includes all the data structures and incorporates all the 
functionality defined by all the synthesized features. 



Feature System Modeller 

Interface: 

Exports: 

5 

Imports: Module Interconnection Language, 
Make 

Implementation: 

Merges: 

Feature Module Interconnection Language 
Feature Make 

MODULE 

DU and MODULE as MODULE 
OBJECT and IMPLEMENTATION as IMPLEMENTATION 
OBJECT as OBJECTCODE 

- objcode: OBJECTCQDE 
symtab: SYMBOLTABLE 

SYMBOLTABLE 

End Feature System Modeller 

Figure 2-3: Merging ~ake and ~Iodule Interconnection Language 

Feature A Larger System 

Interface: 

Exports: 
Imports: 

Implementation: 

Merges: 

Feature System Modeller 

Feature Compilation Unit 

Feature Documentation Facility 

Feature My Error Handler 

End Feature A Larger System 

Figure 2-~: Description of a ~ore Realistic, Larger System 
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2.·t Equations for Make 
Figures 2-5 and 2-6 contain the semantic e~uations needed to implement ~lake-like facilities. 

The details of these equations are not important to our argument. It suffices to understand that 
these equations are automatically evaluated as needed. and other features synthesized with the 
\fake feature do not have to be concerned with these equations or their operation. This is 
because the semantics are written as equatiom rather than as routines. If routines were used, it 
would be necessary for the implementor to understand the details of the semantic routines 
provided by all the merged fearures in order to correctly order their invocations. In contrast, 
equations pennit automatic ordering of evaluation according to the dependencies among the 
inputs and outputs of equations. In particular, each equation whose output appears as an input to 
another equation is automatically evaluated before the other equation. The algorithms for 
implementing this are briefly explained in Section 3. 

The rest of this section explains how our eqt;ations implement system regeneration after source 
code changes. while the following section shows how behavior can be tailored to the particular 
environment by augmenting the set of equations and overriding default equ:ltions. The reader 
can skip to Section 3 without loss of continuiry. 

Our notation for equations is called action equatior.s [23]. Action equ:ltions are an extension 
of attribute grammars [24.], which have been applied previously to compiler-compilers 
[9, 12] and generation of programming environments [33, 20]. While attribute grammars 

support type checking, code generation, and other prograrruning tools that inspect the source 
code, action equations can also define dynamic, interactive tools such as interpreters. debuggers. 
run-time support. erc. See [22] for a full treatr:lent of action equations. 

DO 

Ecruations: 

MA...XE --> 

Propagate HAKE To inputs [all] 

As sert Min (outputs [all] . time) > Ma:( (inputs [all] . ti:na) 
Exception Prooagate .APPLY To self 

.APPLY --> 

outputs [all] .origin := self 

default outputs : = Apply (command, inputs) 

Figure 2-5: Equations for Dependency Units 

Figure 2-5 associates four equations with the DU production. All four are attached to events, 
two each to ~lAKE and APPLY. An event is a named signal that can be sent to objects by the 
kernel or by other objects. Events are essentially pararneterless messages. The kernel 
automatically sends the corresponding signal whenever a primitive operation (such as CREATE. 
DELETE, or ACCESS) is performed on an object. Further, one object can send an event to 
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another using the propagation equation. The attribute equations attached to a particular event 
are recalculated when the object receives the matching signal. 

The fIrst equation is a propagation equation: a propagation equation sends a named event to 
one or more destination objects. This equation sends the :VfAKE event to every member of the 
sequence of inputs. This implements backtracking by propagating the signal to every input that 
transitively contributes to the desired output. The second equation is an assertion. An assertion 
causes the kernel to check that a certain condition.is true: if the condition is false, an equation is 
activated to display an error, correct the situation, etc. This assertion detects when an input 
object is more recent than an output object, and propagates the APPLY event to rederive the 
output objects. 

The next two equations are constraints: a constraint is essentially an assignment. The left hand 
side of a constraint addresses an object or a component of an object. while the right hand side is 
an arbitrary expression. The first equation sets the 'origin' component of each of the resulting 
outputs to the corresponding DU object The second sets the value of the 'outputs' component to 
the result of calling the Apply function with the command string and its argument~. Equations 
attached to events are re-evaluated exactly once when the event is received. However. the inputs 
to each equation must be calculated before the equation can be re-evaluated. In this case, the 
second equation depends on the first, because the 'origin' component of an output object cannot 
be set until the output itself is available: thus, the kernel automatically evaluates the second 
equation before the fIrst when the APPLY event is received by a DU object. Notice that the first 
constraint is qualified with the keyword "default". This means that the equation can be 
overridden by another equation with the same left hand side; we will explain this in the next 
section. 

OBJECT .. -.. -
Equations: 

MAKE --> 

Assert TypeOf(origin) = "PRIMITIVE" 
Exception Propagate MAKE '1'0 origin 

time := content Return Now() 

Figure 2-6: Equation for Objects 

The OBJECT production has two equations, shown in Figure 2-6. The assertion is activated 
by the MAKE event It checks whether or not the OBJECT is primitive. If not, it propagates 
MAKE to the originating dependency unit to rederive the object. The second equation. a 
constraint, is not attached to an event. Therefore, it constrains its left hand side to always denote 
the value represented by its right hand side; in particular, the kernel automatically re-evaluates 
the equation whenever an argument to the right hand side changes in order to update the left 
hand side. In this case, the 'time' component is updated to the current time whenever the 
'content' component changes in value. 
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A prograrruning environment synthesized from the Make feature and the ~lodule 
Interconnection Language feature would work as follows when the user gives the \lake 
command. The kernel sends the ~IAKE event to the module, activating any attached equations. 
In this example, the only relevant equations come from the DU production, which is merged with 
the ~rODLLE production in the System Modeller feature. These equations propagate ;\.IAKE 
through the chain of outputs and inputs until arriving at primitive source objects. that is. 
implementations. In each case where an implementation is more recent than its module' s object 
code. the object code is rederived. 

Note that the Make feature is completely generic; in particular. it does not know anything 
about files. In this example, the input objects were merged with modules and implementations 
and the output objects with object code, all of which are equivalent to files. However. the ~lake 
feature could be merged with other features that define completely different input and output 
objects. For example, we could merge input objects with some internal representation of 
arbitrary data structures and the output objects with the windows that display these d:Ha 
structures. Then the same behavior proyided by the ~rake feature would update the windows 
whenever the data structures changed. 

2.5. Tailoring BehaYior 
In Figure 2-3, the System ~lodeller feature adds L1e 'objcode' and 'symtab' attributes to the 

~10DULE production, as places to save the corresponding object code and symbol table, 
respectively. It is necessary to also add eq'Jations that implement this behavior. The System 
~lodeller feature associates three new equations with the MODULE production. as shown in 
Figure 2.5. All three are constraints. Tne first equation maintains the new 'objcode' component 
of the module to be the same as the first element of its 'outputs' component: that is. the object 
code for the module is the first of the output objects produced by applyir.g the :'b!,e command 
to the moduk. Sirr .. ibrly, th::: second equation cons:.rains the new' symtab' component to be the 
second output. 

MODULE 

Equations: 

objcode :~ outputs [1] 

symtab := outputs (2] 

.APPLY --> 

outputs .- Smart(co~~and, inputs) 

Figure 2-7: Augmenting and Overriding Behavior 

Suppose we would like to tailor, rather than augment, the behavior defined by the Make 
feature to the context of the System Modeller. Our goal is to modify Make's processing to 
implement 'smart recompilation' [37]. Smart recompilation refines the granularity of 
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dependency from the dependencies among inputs defined by dependency units to the 
dependencies among the source code symbols defined within the input modules. This change 
applies only to the System Modeller feature. and thus to any programming environments that 
incorporate this feature, not to all potential applications of ~fake facilities. 

The System Modeller feature implements this change by overriding the default equation 
defined by the Make feature. The third constraint shown in Figure 2.5 is attached to the APPLY 
event. It has the same left hand side, the . outputs' component, as the default equation defined 
for the DU production by the Make feature (Figure 2-5). Since MODULE has been merged with 
DU, it inherits all the equations defined for DU in the Make feature. including the default 
constraint. However. this new equation overrides the default equation, removing it from 
consideration during the kernel's ordering of equation evaluation. The difference is that the new 
equation calls the Smart function, whereas the default equation calls Apply. Smart is defined by 
a set of equations, not shown, that apply the compilation command only if the symbol tables for 
the input objects actually reference those source code symbols that have changed since the 
previous compilation. This is why we needed to add the 'symtab' component to save the 
module's symbol table. 

3. Implementation 
An earlier version of features was implemented for a Macintosh"Thf Pascal environment to be 

marketed commercially within the next year [5]. Routines rather than equations describe 
behavior and merging of data structures is not supported. This implementation demonstrates the 
practicality of merging alternative display descriptions [13]. A full implementation is being 
developed in CommonLoops [3]. 

This implementation requires translation of structural descriptions and action equations. plus 
run-time support Each synthesized data structure combines productions from different features 
that have been merged together as facets, each facet corresponding to one production. Only 
some facets of an object need be active. Structural descriptions translate easily into 
corresponding data types. For example, each object could be represented by a record, where 
each field is a component or a pointer to a component (depending on the type of the component). 
The difficulty arises in maintaining connections and consistency among the various facets of an 
object: Auxiliary equations are generated to update certain facets in response to changes in other 
facets. 

The equations for a synthesized data structure are combined and a local dependency graph 
represents all the equations attached to the same event The vertices represent equations and the 
edges represent dependencies among the inputs and outputs of equations. Another graph 
represents all equations (for the same synthesized type) that are not attached to any event. The 
kernel orders the evaluation of active equations according to these graphs. Each individual 
equation is translated into an evaluation procedure that takes advantage of the implementation 
language facilities as well as the kernel primitives. 

The kernel provides primitives for creating, destroying and moving among objects. It sends 
standard events as necessary. It also sends the new events defined in the features by selecting 
the corresponding local dependency graphs. The kernel's most important job. is ordering 
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evaluation of active equations. It uses an acaptation of Reps' incremental attribute evaluation 
algorithm [32], which generates language-based editors from attribute grammars [33]. The local 
dependency graphs are combined into a composite dependency graph at run-time to reflect the 
actual connections among objects and facets of objects. The composition considers only the 
graphs for the current event(s) and those not specific to any event. The graph is sorted 
topologically to order the evaluation of equations. This algorithm is asymptotically optimal, i.e., 
linear in the number of affected objects. See [15] and [22] for algorithm details and further 
complexity results. 

~. Related ,\Vork 
Our approach both extends and unifies work from rive major areas: structure-oriented 

environments, interface description languages, object-oriented programming. abstract data types, 
and specification languages. 

Structure-Oriented Environments: lOur v,'ork extends current research by synthesizing the 
language description used to generate an environment from reusable building blocks. In our 
examples, features extend the notation used for the Display Oriented Structure Editor (DOSE) 
system [10]. Generation of structure-oriented environments in turns builds on compiler
compilers [19. 9]. Our results apply directly to these areas, since features are not specific to any 
particular fonnal notation for syntax description. However. in order to correctly merge 
semantics processing, the behavior must be described using equations or some similar 
declarative notation rather than routines: otherwise, the implementor of the structure-oriented 
environment is forced to combine the semantic routines by hand. 

Interface Description Languages: IDL [28] is a fonnal notation for defining the data structures 
passed among tools: it grew out of research in compiler-compilers [25]. IDL has been extended 
to suPPOrt tight integration among tools while still supporting reuse of tools [35]. Tool behavior 
is implemented by separately defined routines. pennilting only sequential processing of data by 
tools. In contrast. features support interleaved operation by defining tool processing by 
equations. where equations for different tools are automatically interleaved, for example, if an 
equation for one tool depends on an equation for another tool which in turn depends on another 
equation for the first tool. 

Object-Oriented Programming: Other than structure-oriented environments and IDL. our 
results are closest to object-oriented programming. Our merge clause, the glue that binds 
features together. is similar to the multiple inheritance of some object-oriented programming 
languages [36, 3, 27]. There are two important differences between merging and multiple 
inheritance. First. components with the same name are shared between separately inherited 
facilities, provided the types are 'compatible' [15]. Second, the behavior is merged without 
requiring the implementor to deal with the interactions among separately defined behavior; this 
is possible because the . methods' are described by equations that are evaluated in the order 
implied by their dependencies, rather than by procedures that must be invoked in some explicit 
order. 

lWe use the term 'strucrure-oriented environment' synonymously with 'language-based editor', 'structure editor
based environment'. 'syntax-directed editOr', etc. 
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Abstract Data Types: Features resemble the encapsulated abstract data types of modem 
programming languages [34]. Features are strongly typed, with an interface and an 
implementation; they are similarly motivated: decomposability, abstraction, information hiding, 
protection, etc. However, abstract data types do not by themselves lead to a high degree of 
reusability since (a) they are language-dependent. and (b) they can be tailored to a particular 
context in limited ways - specifically, the subtypes of generic modules can be instantiated by 
each client. Features, on the other hand. are language-independent2 and permit more ~ 
specialization by their clients, with respect to both the data structure and the operations. 

Specification Languages: Some specification languages [4, 16, 17] support composition of 
distinct functionalities in the style of multiple inheritance. However, these languages are 
oriented towards verification and cannot yet support completely automated translation to an 
efficient executable form. More significantly, they specify data implicitly, and thus cannot 
describe sharing. Furthermore, behavior is described axiomatically or algebraically rather than 
operationally, making it difficult to specify interactive software. 

5. Reusability Revisited 
Current approaches to software reuse have had relatively little effect on software engineering 

practice. Subroutine libraries have had the most success. However, subroutine libraries and 
most other existing approaches are highly tied to linguistic and/or functional context. A software 
building block can be reused only as the original programmer envisioned. A generic stack 
module in Ada™ manipulates only Ada stacks. A window manager manages only windows. 

There are three important prerequisites to achieving an order of magnitude improvement in 
software production: (a) language-independence, (b) component reuse through composition, and 
(c) reuse of components in unanticipated ways. For example. we would like to reuse a window 
manager as a file system written in a different programming language. We believe this is 
realistic. A window manager creates and destroys windows, moves windows, defines 
subwindows, and reads/writes windows; a file system creates and destroys files, renames files, 
includes files in directories, and reads/writes files. The structures of the two programs are very 
likely similar, although the devices and implementation languages are quite different. 

Our goal is to support this degree of reusability, without sacrificing previously written 
software. Our approach is broadly based on a framework where software building blocks can be 
transformed between two forms - programs and language-independent descriptions [18,38]. 
'Old code' is in a particular programming language, but new software could often be written as a 
language-independent description. 

However, there is as yet no acceptable language-independent notation; we cannot transform 
automatically from programming languages to such a notation; and we cannot transform 
automatically back to the desired implementation language. All three problems must be solved. 

2While our notation is ilSelf a tool description language, descriptions of features written in that notation are 
translated during the environment generation process intO some specific e~ecutable language (Pascal, C, etc.). 
Features are 'language-independent' in the sense the target language can be virtually any programming language. 
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We believe that features are a significant contribution to the first and third problems. This 
derives in part from Notkin's results [29]: He applied environment generation to a wide variety 
of integrated systems, including mail systems. document editors. and even ordinary 
programming - even restricting attention to environment generation. we potentially impact 
general software reusability. ~lore concretely, our confidence comes from our design of several 
components for a prograrnming-in-the-Iarge environment. including a configuration manager and 
a module interconnection language with intermodule consistency checking ([1-+]), and 
incremental recompilation, interpretation and language-oriented debugging ( [22], [23]). 

Our research contributes directly to synthesis of programming environments from reusabk 
building blocks. We can now describe abstract units of functionality as features, define features 
in terms of other features, and combine features with oLl-ter features that specify both separate 
and shared components and distinct behaviors for the sarne objects. We can funher compose 
synthesized features to generate arbitrarily complex programming environments incorpoI"atir.g 
retailored programming tools. 
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ABSTRACT 
We argue that to achieve an order of magnitude improvement in software production, we need to 
support software reusability that has three important characteristics: (1) language-independence, 
(2) support for construction of systems from existing components. and (3) the ability to reuse a 
component in a way not anticipated by the original programmer. We describe a framework for 
achieving these three goals. The important components of the framework are features, a unit of 
modularity that can be composed in a manner similar to the multiple inheritance of object
oriented languages and action equations, a declarative notation for specifying the behavior of 
software building blocks. 

1. I~TRODUCTION 
There are three approaches to software reusability that have achieved widespread use. The first 
and foremost is subroutine libraries. Subroutine libraries have had a significant impact on the 
production of mathematical software systems. and have also been applied successfully to such 
areas as string manipulation and lIO. However, there are several reasons why subroutine 
libraries alone are not sufficient to achieve an order of magnitude improvement in software 
productivity . 

One overwhelming problem is that an individual subroutine is simply too small; another way of 
looking at this problem is that the glue necessary to make large numbers of subroutines work 
together is too large. Another serious problem with subroutine libraries is they must be written 
in a particular programming language, which means that decisions about primitive datatypes, 
constructors for structured datatypes, and subroutine linkages have already been made by the 
language designer or by the language implementor. A third, related problem is that the sub
routines have already been written in a particular programming language, with all the details 
filled in; it is not possible in general to change the number or types of the parameters or to pick 
out part of the algorithm encapsulated in the subroutine. 

The first and third problems are partially solved by the generic packages of Ada TMl, which can 
be considered an extension to subroutine libraries. Ada expands the size of the unit of reusability 
beyond the subroutine level and encapsulates some of the glue among subroutines within the 
package, so that the glue can also be reused. Generic packages also permit the types of selected 
parameters to be specified by the application, but do not support changing the number of 
parameters and do not aid the programmer in specializing algorithms to particular applications. 

The second general approach to reusability is software generation. This approach has been ap
plied successfully to certain application areas, most notably report generators, 
compiler-compilers2 and language-based editors3. Software generation meets the important 
criterion of language independence; in particular, the generator can be changed to produce 
software in a different implementation language without significantly affecting the input nota
tion. Software generation provides a relatively large unit of reusability, since the code produced 
is often several orders of magnitude larger than the specification. However, software generation 

has several serious problems. 
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The most glaring difficulty is that a new generator must be developed for each application area. 
This can only be done after the application area is well understood and has become relatively 
standardized. We do not believe that application of software generation to new areas can keep 
pace with expansions in software applications. Another serious problem with this approach is 
:hat it is unclear how to combine the software systems produced by different generators in mean
ingful ways. The obvious technique is to make large-scale patches to the generated code, but 
this may lead to the problem described previously for subroutine libraries: the glue holding 
things together is larger or more difficult to write than the original input specifications. 

The third well-known approach to software reusability is object-oriented programming. Ex
amples of object-oriented languages include Smalltalk-80ThI4, Flavors5, Loops6, 
CommonLoops7, C++8 and Traits9. The various notions of inheritance supported by these lan
guages all provide some simple means for composing reusable software building blocks defined 
as classes. This reusability is relatively flexible since a class may augment andJor substitute for 
the data souctures andJor operations inherited from its supcrcJass(es). 

However. this approach is not powerful enough. In acdition to augmenting and replacing, we 

have to consider the problem of combining distinct of:crations that are provided by different 
building blocks. Some object-oriented languages address this issue. but their solutions must be 
limited to explicit ordering because their operations are atomic procedures. In other words, there 
is no way to interleave methods.· Object-oriented programming also shares the second flaw of 
subroutine libraries. Like any other prograrr.rning language, each object-oriented language im

plies particular decisions regarding the possible implementations of datatypes and operations. 
This drastically limits, a priori, the potential contexts in which a class can be reused. 

Although none of these approaches is adequate, all three do (at least) one thing right: they treat 

reusability as part of the design rather than an afterthought of the irnplemenr.:l.t:on. It is not, in 

general. feasible to decompose an existing software system into reusable software building 
blocks that can be used to construct other systems. Reusability has to be engineered from the 
start. 10 

[n addition to this characteristic, three other characteristics appear to be crucial in achieving an 
order of magnitude improvement in software reusability. 

• Language-independence is necessary to prevent early implementation decisions that are 
not relevant to the functionality of a building block: 

• Composition of components is necessary to build large software systems with complex 
functionality; . 

• Flexibility in tailoring components is necessary to expand reusability beyond the applica
tions anticipated by the implementor of a building block. 

'Some existing object-oriented languages do support 'before' and 'after' methods, but it is still impossible to 
interleave at a finer granularity than full procedures. 
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We have developed a new approach to reusable software that incorporates all four characteristics 
sketched above. The basic premise is to combine the advantages of object-oriented program
ming with the advantages of software generation. The particular way we combine ideas adopted 
from these approaches. plus new ideas of our own, solves many of the problems of both object
oriented programming and software generation. 

However, there are certain problems that we have not (yet) solved. Our approach is no better 
than existing approaches at aiding programmers in determining whether or not a particular build
ing block is suitable for reuse in a particular application: we do not suggest opportunities for 
reuse, we just support them. Further, our approach does not address the orthogonal problem of 
retrieving those existing building blocks suitable for reuse in a particular system. 

2. l\IELD 
The underlying basis for our approach consists of (1) an object-oriented notation that is inde
pendent of any particular programming language, and (2) a translator for generating executable 
code from the notation. Reusable software building blocks are written and composed in this 
notation, which provides flexible means for combining both data structures and algorithms. The 
translator uses techniques from software generation to produce efficient executable systems. 

Our notation, called NIELD:- has two essential aspects that are not found in object-oriented pro
gramming languages nor in object-oriented specification languages (such as Larch 11 and OBJ12). 
We refer to these aspects as fearures and action equarions: these are discussed briefly below and 
are explained in more detail in the following section. 

Fearures are our reusable building blocks. Features are similar to Ada packages in that they 
separate interface from implementation: features bundle together and provide information hiding 
for a collection of abstract datacypes. Features are different from packages and modules in the 
way in which the information exported by a feature can be used by importing features. In par
ticular, features provide a unique mechanism for composing imported facilities with other im
ported facilities as well as with locally defined facilities. This mechanism, called merging, is the 

key to reusability. 

The implementation of a feature normally consists of a collection of abstract datatypes 13. 
Abstract datatypes are given as structural descriptions in a notation that provides a very general 
means for describing data: our notation is language-independent in the sense that it does not 
make any commitments to a particular concrete representation but can be implemented in terms 
of any conventional programming language. The abstract datatypes of features are equivalent to 
the classes of object-oriented languages, but using a language-independent notation based on the 
Interface Description Language l4• 15 (IDL). When features are merged, the corresponding 

··The dictionary defmition of" meld" is "melt+weld". or" to merge". MELD also stands for Multiple Elucidations 
of Language Descriptions. which was suggested by David Barstow. 



abstract datatypes are synthesized into composite data structures in the same way that objects 
consist of instance variables inherited from their defining class and from all its superclasses. 

~1erging resembles the multiple inheritance 16 of some object-oriented languages in that both al
low multiple types to be coallesced into a single type. but it differs in that coallescing is defined 

:3.t the grain size of a feature rather than at the grain size of a single data type (i.e .. a class). 

The body of a feature associates action equations ... • with each abstract datatype to describe the 
behavior of instances of the type. Action equations specify (1) the constraints that must hold 

among data structures. and (2) the dynamic interactions among data structures and between the 
system and external agents, such as the human user(s). As we will explain later. when features 
are merged, the corresponding action equations are related by the dependencies among the inputs 

and outputs of the equations. 

Features are implemented by translating the abstract datatypes and action equations into a con

ventional programming language. The abstract datatypes are translated using established tech· 

niques from generation of structure editors. 17 while the translation of action equations is a simple 
ad3.ptation of algorithms developed for the incremental evaluation of attribute grammars. I8 Tne 

implementation is ex.plained in Section 4. 

3. EXA:\lPLE 
We now illustrate how reusable software building blocks are written and composed in yiELD. 

First we implement a generic memory manager as a feature. The processing performed by the 

memory manager is described using action equations. Then we define a second feature, a simple 

environment for programming-in-the-large, which provides entities for the memory manager to 

man3.ge. Finally. we merge these two reusable features into a small system. 

3.1 A Memory Manager 
Suppose that we would like to implement a facility for loading and storing arbitrary entities to 

disk. Traditionally we might modify the the implementation of the entities themselves to support 

memory management. Alternatively we might add the facility to do memory management for 

any data directly to the run-time support of the programming language. perhaps as a generic 

package. Neither approach induces reusability. In the first case, the memory management is 

specific to the entities. In the second case, the memory manager is 'reusable' in the same sense 

that a text editor or a compiler is reusable: I use it today on one file. you use it tomorrow on 

another file. This memory manager cannot be tailored to the particular needs of the application. 
Using lviELD. however, we take the approach of constructing a reusable software building block 

that can be incorporated into any system requiring memory management. 

••• Action equations should not be confused with other 'equations'. such as algebraic equations, mathematical 
equations, etc. 
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The Memory Manager feature describes the world as seen from a simple memory manager's 
point of view. The world consists of a collection of memory managed entities grouped together 
under a memory managed root. Each memory managed entity has a unique identifier, a disk 
location, a designation of whether it is loaded in core or not, and a timestamp representing the 
most recent access to it. This information about each memory managed entity is always main
tained in core; the actual content of the entity is what the memory manager loads and stores. The 
memory manager loads the content of an entity when it is first accessed. When primary memory 
is nearly full, entities are stored according to a least-recently-used policy. 

Figure 1 shows the abstract datatypes for our generic memory manager. The description is en
capsulated into a feature, which has a name, an interface and an implementation. The interface 
lists the abstract datatypes exported by the feature in its exports clause and lists the other features 
that are imported in its imports clause. 

In this case, the ~1M-ROOT and NIM-ENTITY datatypes are exported. The components of 
:vevf-ENTITY are entirely hidden, but the 'maxentities' component of MM-ROOT is available to 
other features that import the Memory Manager feature. Any exported components are listed 
within the square brackets following the name of their datatype; only the listed components are 
accessible outside the feature. 

Feature Memory Manager 

Interface: 

Exports MM-ROOT(maxentities], 
MM-ENTITY [] 

ImPorts Time, DiskIO 

Implementation: 

Use~ Time, DiskIO 

MM-ROOT ::"" 
curid: inugtr 
maxentities: inugtr 
inuse: inugtr 
diskid: DISK-ID 
allentities: set of MM-ENTITY 

key uniqueid 
loaded: ordered set of MM-ENTITY 

key uniqueid 
ordered low by lastuse 

MM-EN'!ITY :: "" 
uniqueid: inugtr 
incore: bookan 
lastuse: TLMESTAMP 
diskid: DISlt-ID 

End Feature 

1. Feature Description 
for a Memory Manager 
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The implementation part of the feature defines two datatypes: Nh'.-!-ROOT and ~h'.-f-S~'TITY. 
The components of these data structures are listed with their types: the action equations that 
describe the behavior of the root and memory managed entities are given in Figures 2 and 3. 

The :\~f-E~TITY abstract datatype is detined as a class, in the sense of the classes of object
oriented languages. It represents the entities managed by the memory manager; It defines four 
components, or instance variables - 'uniqueid', 'incore', 'lastuse' and 'diskid' - which con
tain the obvious information. Each instance variable is ryped, and strong typing is enforced. The 
~0.f-El'rrITY class represents only the stub for an entity: there are no instance variables 
representing the content of the memory managed entity. Instance variables that do represent t..'le 
content are added when the :\tfemory :\fanager feature is merged with one or more other features 
that provide entities that require memory management. This is explained later on. 

The ~Cvl-ROOT class ddines the memory managed root, which has six instance variables. The 
. two most interesting are 'allentities' and 'loaded'. Th;! 'allentities' instance variable is a set of 

objects, each an instance of the :\~f-ENTITY clJss. In :\1ELD. the set constructor guarantees 
uniqueness and supports access according to a key, in this case the 'uniqueid' instance variable 
of each object. 'allentities' represents the stubs of all memory managed entities, both those that 
have been loaded into core and those that have nOL 

The 'loaded' instance variable is an ordered set of objects. An ordered set works in the same 
manner as a set, except that the objects are automatically ordered according to the value of a 
particular instance variable Clastuse'). One behavior implemented by the action equations for 
the :\lemory yfanager feature is to maintain 'loaded' as only those memory managed entities that 
are currently in core. 

3.2 Equations for \ternory ,\tanager 
The behavior of the generic memory manager is implemented by associating action equations 
with the ~h'.-I-ROOT and ~1).f-ENTITY abstract datatypes; the equations appear as me:hods for 

the corresponding classes. 

The first method for ~IM-ROOT, given in Figure 2, constrains the 'inuse' instance variable to 
always be equal to the length of the table of loaded entities. This kind of equation (" <address> 

:= <expression>") is called a constraint. .~ ~fELD constraint is unidirectional: whenever the 
length of 'loaded' changes, then the 'inuse' variable is automatically updated but not vice versa. 

The purpose of a constraint is to establish an invariant for all objects defmed by the class. 

The second method in Figure 2 sets the default value of 'maxentities' to be "100". The default is 
a special form of action equation that can be overridden by other action equations. As we shall 
see. the notion of defaults and the ability to override defaults them are critical for reusability. 



MM-ROOT .. -
Method~: 

inu~e := Length(loaded) 

default maxsntities := 100 

allentities := 
View: i~(MM-ENTITY) 

loaded := 
View; is(MM-ENTITY) 

and incore 

CREATE --> 
curid ;= 1 
diskid ;= NewDiskID() 

NEWOBJECT --> 
curid ;= curid + 1 

EXIT --> 
Send STORE To loaded[all] 

Assert inu~e <= mazentities 
Exceotion 

Send STORE To loaded[l] 
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2. Methods for Memory ~lanaged Root 

The next two methods are also constraints. On their right hand sides, they illustrate the use of a 
new mechanism that we call views. 19 A view consists of a collection of objects that all satisfy 
some property, where the specification of the property is given by· a pattern; that is, views and 
patterns support associative retrieval. Here the elements of the view for the 'allentities' instance 
variable are all instances of class NL\1-ENTITY. The elements of 'loaded' are the subset of 

memory managed entities whose 'incore' variable is set to "true". The most remarkable property 

of a view is that its membership is dynamically adjusted as objects are added, deleted, and 
modified within the system. Garlan' s dissertation20 gives a complete discussion of views and 

their implementation. 

The four methods discussed so far are different than the methods of most object-oriented lan

guages in that none of these methods has a name (also known as a selector). These methods are 

not triggered by the receipt of a message: they are permanently active, and are evaluated as 

necessary according to thel dependencies between their inputs and outputs. When an input to a 

permanently active method changes in value, the method is automatically re-evaluated to 

produce a new output. For obvious reasons, there must not be any circularities among the inputs 

and outputs of pennanently active methods. 

The next three methods in Figure 2 are closer to the traditional methods of object-oriented lan

guages. In each case, one or more action equations is attached to an event. An event is equiv

alent to the name, or selector, of a method; events are not related in any way to interprocess 
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communication (!PC) mechanisms:--- An event can be sent to an object by the run-time support 

or by another equation: this is similar to the message passing of object-oriented languages. 
Events may have parameters. although no parameters are required for our examples. The equa
tions attached to a particular event are evaluated only when the object receives a corresponding 

message. 

The run-time support automatically sends a message to an object whenever any of a collection of 
primitive operations (such as create. destroy and access) is performed on the object An equation 
for one object can send a message to another object using the send equation ("Send <event> To 
<destination(s»"). When a new memory managed root is created, the run-time support sends 
the CREATE event to the root. causing the corresponding method to be evaluated. One con
straint initializes 'curid' to" I" and the other sets 'diskid' to the value of the function NewDiskID 
(imported from the DiskIO fearure). These constraints are different from the constraints dis
cussed previously, which were not attached to events. in that they are evaluated only when their 
event is received .. In particular, they are not re-evaluated whenever their arguments change in 
value - otherwise the second equation wou:d continue re-enluating itself forever. since ~ew
DiskID rerurns a different value on each invocation. 

Exit is another primitive operation. When the system terminates, the run-time support automati
cally sends the EXIT event to all the objects it maintains. The EXIT method for the memory 
managed root sends the STORE event to every entity in the . loaded' t:lble. causing each entity 
that is currently in core to be saved on disk. The STORE event does not correspond to a primi
tive operation: it is defined as a new event by its appearance in the Memory ~lanager feature. 

The ~cWOBJEcr event is also defined by the implementor. This event is sent by the new 
entity whenever a new entity is created. The equation increments Lle value of 'curid' to produce 
the next unique identifier. 

The final method for the ~[\'f-ROOT class is called an assertion. An assertion (" Assert 
<boolean expression> Exceution <action equation>") causes the run-time support to check that 

a certain condition is true. If that condition is ever false, the exception can make repairs. display 

errors, etc. In this case we use an assertion to check whether our system has loaded too many 

entities into core and, if so, the equation sends the STORE event as needed to store the least 

recently accessed entities on disk. Since the assertion is not attached to any event, this activity is 

repeated as necessary to keep the number of loaded entities less than or equal to the value of 
• ma."<.entities'. 

The methods for the MiYf-E.."fTITY class. shown in Figure 3, are similar. The functions of the 
methods should be self-explanatory. 

····However. we are working towards a distributed implementation of action equations based on our previous 
worle in algorithms for distributed evaluation of attribute grammars;2! a non-distributed algorithm for attribute 
evaluation has been adapted for our current implemenution - see Section 4. . 



MM-ENTITY 

Methods: 

ACCESS --> 
Assert incore 
Exception 

Send LOAD To self 
lastuse-:= NowT) ----

CREATE --> 
diskid := Undefined 
uniqueid := AMM-ROOT.curid 
Send NEWOBJECT To AMM-ROOT 

DELETE --> 
Assert diskid = undefined 
Exception 

diskid := FreeDiskID(diskid) 

LOAD --> 
Assert incore 
Exception 

print := "Could not load." 
incore := Load (diskid) 

STORE --> 
Assert diskid ! = Undefined 
Exception 

diskid := NewDiskID() 
incore := ~ Store (diskid) 
Assert not ~ncore 
Exception--

print := "Could not store." 
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3. Methods for Memory Managed Object 

3.3 A Small Environment for Programming-in-the-Large 
Now that we have defined a generic memory manager, we need some entities for it to manage. 
As part of this example, we describe a small environment for programming-in-the-large as a 
:\1ELD feature. The environment illustrated in Figure 4 provides modules and implementations 
as entities to be memory managed. A module consists of either internal modules and/or im
plementations, plus additional information such as lists of imports and exports. Modules are 
organized into collections called projects: as we will see, a project corresponds to a memory 
managed root. The full description of this environment should also contain an associated opera
tional part (for example, methods to check interfaces between modules), but this is not shown 

here. 



Feature MD:E: 

!:lterface: 

E:c-:::o r':: 3 ail 

!= le.."r.ent at ion : 

U3e~~Programming Language 

P~OJECT ::= 
proj-nama: identifier 
module.s: seq of MODULE 

MODULE: := 
mod-nama: identifier 
i-~orc.s: seq of L~ORT-!T~~ 
exPorts: seg 0: SIGNATURE 
components: seg of COM?O~~ 

I!1l?ORT-IT~'Y. ::= 
ide nrifier 

CCM:?ONENT :: = 
MOD'U-:'::: I L'1?I.Z!~ITA'!'IO~T 

L'1?u::.'1E}jTATIC~ .. = 
signature: SIGNATUrt2 
body: COD::: 

Ecd Feature 
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4. Specitication of a 
~fodule Description Environment 

~otice that the ~fodule Description Environment r...IDE) feature is also reusable. Th.e 
~fODLli and D.1PLE:\fE~TA no?\' claSSeS can be tailored to the desired programming lan
guage by imporung and then using a feature that defines the appropriate structures for SIG
:-.l A 11.. 'RE and CODE. In the case of Ada, which defines its O\llTl module construct, the 
~fOD(JLE class might be merged with the imported PACKAGE class in the manner explained 
below. 

3A :\lerging the Memory Manager and the Module Description Environment 
Continuing with our example, we combine the ~femory Nlanager and Module Description En
vironment features into a small system. In this system, the memory manager will manage 

modules and implementations of modules. We do this by establishing a connection between the 
~0.f-ROOT and PROJECT classes, on the one hand. and between the M]vf-E~1ITY, MODULE 
and Th.{PLE~fENTA nON classes. on the other. Figure 5 illustrates how this is done using 
~fELD. 



Feature Memory Managed Module 

Interface: 

Exports: 

II!:Ports: MOE, 
lof.emory Manager 

Implementation: 

Merges: 

Feature MOE 
Feature Memory Manager 
with MM-ROOT as PROJECT 
-- MM-ENTITYas MODULE, 

-- IMP~~~TATION 

PROJECT: ::::: 
maxentities: integer 

Methods: 

maxentities .- 200 

End Feature 

11 

5. ~terging Memory Manager and 
Module Description Environment 

A feature may combine a group of imported features. In this case the Memory Managed ~odule 
feature imports both the Memory Manager and Module Description Environment features, and 
the abstract datarypes from the two imported features are merged in the implementation. When 
the Nevt-ROOT class is merged with the PROJECT' class, this means that each instance of the 
resulting PROJECT' class of the Memory Managed ~fodule feature has all the instance variables 
from both the PROJECT class of the ~IDE feature and from the NI:M-ROOT class of the 
~'temory Manager feature. However, the only instance variable from the Mlvt-ROOT class that 
can actually be accessed here is 'maxentities', since it is the only instance variable exported by 
\femory Manager. A new action equation overrides its default value of" 100" and changes the 
value of 'maxentities' to "200", so our memory manager maintains at most 200 entities in core 
rather than 100. This capability for overriding defaults makes it easy to tailor features to a wide 
variety of applications. 

The Memory Managed Module system works as follows. Consider the case where a module (or 
implementation) is accessed by some agent This would happen, for example, when a human 
user of the environment for programming-in-the-Iarge tried to read the text of the module. The 
run-time support sends the primitive ACCESS event to the module, which activates any action 
equations attached to the ACCESS event for the MODULE class. In this case, the only equa
tions are inherited from the MM-ENTITY class (Figure 3). These equations update 'lastuse' to 
the current time and check whether the 'incore' instance variable has the value "true"; if not, the 
run-time support sends the LOAD event to self, meaning the module. This has the effect of 
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loading the content of the accessed entity. If there are now too many entities in core, the least 

recently used entity is stored on disk. 

This concludes our example. A real system would probably merge a large number of such fea

tures resembling, for example, figure 6. 

Feature A Larger Sy~tem 

Interface: 

EX'Cort~ : 
I:ncorl:s: 

!:nclementation: 

Merges: 

Feature Memory Manager 

Feature Compilation Unit 

Feature Docu:antation Facility 

Feature My Error Handler 

End Feature 

6. Description of a 
More Realistic, Larger System 

.. t I:\IPLE~IENT ATION 
The implementation of ~1ELD borrows heavily from u1e softwa:e ge:1eration approach to 
software reusability, as described in the introduction. The implementation has four parts: an 
environment for developing and maintaining :vfELo descriptions; a translator of structural 
descriptions; a translator of action equations; and the run-time support. The environment is itself 
described in MELD and implemented through a bootstrapping procedure. We briefly discuss the 
other three parts of the implementation here; see Garlan's20 and Kaiser's22 dissertations for 

details and discussion of complexity results. Note that the translation is independent of any par
ticular implementation language. 

A data structure in a MELD system is a synthesis of one or more abstract datatype descriptions 
given in different features that have been merged together. The descriptions themselves are not 
actually combined in the implementation. Instead, each object has several facets, where each 
facet corresponds to one of its datatype descriptions. This is necessary because only some facets 
of an object may be active at any given time; this was seen in our memory manager example, 
where the stub for an object could be loaded and manipulated independently of its content.. 

It is easy to translate individual structural descriptions into the corresponding datatypes in con-
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ventional programming languages. For example, in Pascal each facet would be represented by a 
record, where each field in the record is a component or a pointer to a component (depending 
perhaps on the type of the component). The difficulty arises in maintaining the connections and 
consistency among the various facets of the same object. This is handled by the run-time sup
port. 

Cnlike the structural descriptions, the action equations for a synthesized data structure are com
bined. A local dependency graph is constructed that represents all the action equations attached 
to the same event. The nodes in the graph represent equations and the edges represent the depen
dencies among the inputs and outputs of the equations. The local dependency graph is also con
structed for all those action equations (for the same synthesized type) that are not attached to any 
event. These dependency graphs are used by the run-time support to determine the order in 
which to evaluate active equations. 

The translation of action equations also involves translating each individual action equation into 
a procedure that performs the activities given in the equation. The procedures may take advan
tage of the facilities provided by the implementation language, as well as the primitives provided 
by the run-time support. 

The run-time support provides all the necessary primitives for creating, destroying and accessing 
objects. It sends standard events as necessary; e.g., the ACCESS event is sent to an object when
ever the object is accessed. It also provides primitives to send the new events used in the MELD 
description and manages a queue of pending events. 

The most important job of the run-time support is to order the evaluation of active action equa
tions. This is done using an adaptation of Reps' incremental attribute evaluation algorithm, 18 

which was developed for the purpose of generating language-based edito~ from attribute 
grammars.3 The basic idea is that the local dependency graphs are combined into a composite 
dependency graph at run-time to reflect the actual connections among objects. Only the graphs 
for the current event, plus the graphs that are not specific to any event, are considered in the 
composition. A topological sort of the composite graph determines the order in which equations 
are evaluated. This algorithm is linear in the number of affected objects, and is thus optimal. 

A prototype implementation written in CommonLoops 7 is currently under development. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
NIELD meets the three fundamental criteria outlined in the introduction, and thus is superior to 
the three relatively accepted approaches to software reusability that we have discussed. The 
notation abstracts away from any particular programming language, although almost any lan
guage is suitable for implementation. MELD supports composition of components through merg

ing and supports tailoring through renaming and default equations. 

MELD is a blend of the object-oriented programming and software generation approaches to 
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reusability that solves most of the significant problems of these two approaches. From software 
generation, we took the idea of a declarative notation that is independent of any particular pro
gramming language but that can be translated into an efficient implementation. From object
oriented prograrruning, we took the concepts of inherit3l1ce and of encapsulating behavior wit;' 

d:lta structures. 

To that we add our unique concept of rnerging both data structures and operations. Other object
oriented languages merge data structures, in the sense of inheriting instance variables defined by 
a superclass, but no other notation supports combination of algorithms on the basis of depen

dencies. 

Our future plans include 

• gaining additional experience using ;YIELD: 
• developing novel debugging aids for ~1ELD systems: 
• implementation of MELD for a multi-processor andJor distributed environment. where dif· 

ferent facets may reside on different machines: " 
• synthesizing multiple visual representations of data based on ;YIELD mechanisms: 
• using ;YIELD to build a realistic programming-in-the-Iarge environment that can be aug

mented and modified by its users. 
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Abstract 
Object-oriented programs are written as collections of messages. When an object receives a 

message, the system attempts to find a method with the same name as given in the message. The 
system queries the class that defines the object. If the class provides a corresponding method, 
the method is performed. The method may return a value to the sender of the message. It may 
have side-effects on the local memory of the object. The method may send messages to 
additional objects as part of its computation. This notion of encapsulating operations, in the 
form of methods, within the definition of an object is common t9 essentially all object-oriented 
programming languages. 

Messages and methods are currently written in what is fundamentally a procedural style. A 
message is a procedure call with several parameters, where one parameter is distinguished as the 
object to which the message is sent. A method is a procedure: it may return a value. have side
effects, and invoke other procedures by sending messages. 

We believe that the object-oriented framework lends itself quite easily to the description of 
programs in a declarative language. In this paper, we propose a declarative language for writing 
messages and methods. Our notation retains all the important features of object-oriented 
programming, but adds a higher level of abstraction to the description of object behavior. Our 
language, called NiELD, is an extension of attribute grammars. Its implementation takes 
advantage of algorithms developed for incremental attribute grammar evaluation in the context 
of language-based programming environments. 

1. Introduction 
In this paper we propose a new approach to the problem of writing methods for object-oriented 

languages. We are particularly concerned with those object-oriented languages that support 
multiple-inheritance, although our results apply equally well to languages that support only a 
single chain of ancestors for each class. Our approach derives from our previous work in the 
generation of programming environments [10,12]. We show how Backus-Naur Form (B!'.'F) 
[2], a standard formal notation for programming language definition, extends quite naturally to 

the description of classes in an object-oriented framework. We describe a declarative language 
based on attribute grammars [22] that we have used to specify the semantics of programming 
languages and programming environments [20, 16]. We demonstrate the applicability of these 
notations to object-oriented programming through an extended example. 

Our declarative language, called NiELD, combines an extension of BNF used in programming 
.:nvironment and compiler research [19, 25] with our extended form of attribute grammars 
[21, 20]. We introduce the basic concepts of ~1ELD in the context of programming environment 

generation in order to ease the following discussion. We then describe intuitively the ideas 
behind our application of MELD to object-oriented programming. We give an overview of 
r-.1ELD, followed by an ex.tended example describing the implementation of a small system using 
~1ELD. We conclude with declarative notation 

A prototype implementation of MELD, written in CommonLoops [3], is currently under 
development at Carnegie-Mellon University. This paper does not discuss the algorithms used in 
the implementation; these are explained in [20] and [16]. 
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2. Generation of Programming Environments 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in systems that support the automatic 

generation of programming environments from formal descriptions. Representative examples 
include the Synthesizer Generator [29], Mentor [8]. Gandalf [26] and Pecan [28]. In these 
systems a language-independent kernel is combined with a language-specific formal description 
- usually an extended form of BNF - to produce an environment that supports the construction of 
programs in that specific language. The kernel provides such facilities as a user interface. ofte~ 
in the form of a structure editor, and an interface to the host file system. 

:Vlore significantly, the kernel maintains a database of program objects. This includes support 
for the integrity of objects and support for the invocation of operations associated with objects in 
the database. Program objects are typically represented as abstract syntax trees (ASTs), and the 
integrity support usually involves preventing modifications that would result in syntactically 
incorrect program objects. The operations supported by the kernel normally include primitive 
operations such as create an object of a particular type. destroy a particular object, and move 
the current focus of attention from one object to another. Additional operations may be defined 
for a specific programming environment: this is how language-specific type checking. code 
generation, interpretation. etc. are included in a programming environment. 

For example, the formal description used for generating a Pascal programming environment 
would include syntactic definitions of the 'if' statement and the '=' expression similar to the 
illustration in Figure 2-1. These object defir.itions are called productions. after the productions 
of formal grammars. The IF production provides the knowledge needed by the kernel to create 
an IF object; the production would be augmented with pretty-printing information [13] to display 
an IF object. The IF and = objects are shown in Figure 2-2. 

IF 

= 

condition: EXPRESSION 
thenpart: ST.AT:::"'1E~lT 

elsepart: STAT~'1ENT 

operandl: EXPRESSION 
operand2: EXPRESSION 

{* The names of built-in productions 
appear in bold ila/ics. *} 

EXPRESS ION - = I + I and I identifier 

STATE..."!ENT - IF I WHILE I BEGIN-END I WITH ... 

The IF production indicates that an IF object consists of three components. where the first is an 
EXPRESSION and the second and third are ST A TE!'.rENTs. The = production specifies that an 
= object consists of two components. both EXPRESSIONs. EXPRESSION and STA TE:VfENT 
are each defined by a union, which is a list of alternative productions. 

Figure 2-1: Portion of Formal Syntax Definition for Pascal 

In addition to this kind of syntactic information, the formal definition of a programming 



if Scondition 
then Sthenpart 
else $e/separt 
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if SoperandJ = $operand2 
then Sthenpart 
else $e/separr 

The user moves the focus of attention to the "$condition" component and requests the create 
operation with the "=" argument. The kernel creates a new = object with two components and 
inserts it in place of the "$condition" placeholder. If the user had supplied the "while" argument 
rather than the "=" argument in this situation, the kernel would have displayed an error message 
instead of performing the invalid operation. 

Figure 2-2: Consecutive Displays of Pascal IF Statement 

language also describes the semantics the language. The definition would include all the 
information required for type checking, code generation, run-time support for compiled code. 
interpretation, debugging support, and the other tools desired for the programming environment. 
Part of the semantics description can be written as an attribute grammar [22]. Reps was the first 
to apply attribute grammars to the generation of programming environments [6], and this 
approach has been adopted by other researchers [18. 7]. Figure 2-3 shows part of the attribute 
grammar for the Pascal 'if' statement followed by a stylistic variant of the same semantic rule. 
This semantic rule is applied in Figure 2-4. 

In addition to type checking, attribute grammars have been applied to most other phases of 
compilation. They have proved very useful in the context of compiler-compilers as well as the 
generation of programming environments. ~ruG2 [Ill and Linguist [9] are two representative 
examples of systems that have used attribute grammars to generate production-quality compilers. 

However, attribute grammars alone are not sufficient for the generation of programming 
environments that provide dynamic tools such as interpreters and run-time support environments. 
Attribute grammars are not suited to the generation of such tools because of the inherently static 
nature of the attributes. Attribute grammars support attribute equations that derive the values of 
attributes from the components of the program and from the values of other attributes. The value 
of an attribute changes only if the relevant portions of the program change. It is not possible for 
an attribute value to reflect the history of program execution. 

Because of this limitation of attribute grammars, some researchers have resorted to 
implementing the dynamic aspects of programming environments as collections of procedures 
[23, 1]. Other researchers limit their programming environments to the static tools that can be 

specified in the formal attribute grammar notation [29}. 

We have solved this problem by developing an extended form of attribute grammars, called 
action equations [21], that support the dynamic as well as the static aspects of programming 
environments. We have embedded traditional attribute grammars in an event-driven 
architecture, where events may represent external activities such as a user providing input for an 



IF ::= condition: EXPRESSION 
thenpart: STATEHENT 
elsepart: STATEHE~iT 

error: string 

error := if condition.':.ype = ,."boolean" then "" 
elsa "<-- type error" 

IF "= condition: EXPRESSION 
thenpart: STATZMENT 
alsapart: STATZM3NT 

{* print is a built-in attribute mplicitly 
defined as a component of eV9ry production. *} 

Assert condition.type = "boolean" 
Exce-otion print : = "<-- typ3 =rror" 

In the flrst description, the error attribute is added as a fourth compone:!nt of the IF object. The 
value of the error attribute is de:!fmed by an attribute equ:uion. In the second description, 
syntactic sugar is provided for this common case. 

Figure 2-3: Portions of Two Attribute Grammars for Pascal 

if SoperandJ + Soperand2 < .. type error 
the.n $thenparc 
als e Selsepart 

If the type attribute of the condition component has the:! value "boolean", then the value of the 
error attribute is the empty string; othern-ise, this attribute is the string" < .. type error". The 
value of the type attribute is calculated by another attribute equation, not shown. 

Figure 2-~: Display of Erroneous Portion of Pascal Program 

executing program. Additional events may ce generated internally as a result of events initiated 
externally. 

Action equations work as follows. When an object receives a particular event, the attribute 
equations attached to that event are activated: at all other times, these equations are passive and 
are not considered during the attribute re-evaluations triggered by changes in the program. 
Attribute equations that are not attached to any event are always active, and correspond exactly 
to the attribute equations of attribute:! grammars. Figure 2-5 illustrates the:! action equations that 
describe the:! interpretation of the 'if state:!ment. 



IF .. -.. -

RUN --> 

5 

condition: EXPRESSION 
thenpart: STAT~~NT 
elsepart: STATEMENT 

Send RUN To condition 

RUN On condition --> 
Send RUN To 

if condition.value = true 
then thenpart 
else elsepart 

The user requests the run operation when the focus of attention is an IF object, causing the 
kernel to send the RUN event to the IF object. This activates the send equation attached to the 
event, which in tum sends the RUN event to the condition component of the IF object. When 
the RUN event is received by the condition component, the value attribute of the component is 
set by an attribute equation (not shown) that calculates the value of this attribute. The send 
equatipn shown remains pending until the value attribute becomes available, and then sends the 
RUN event to either the then part component or the elsepart component, according to the value 
of the value attribute. Execution continues with the selected statement. 

Figure 2-5: Portion of Action Equation Description for Pascal 

3. Object-Oriented Programming 
Programming environment generation systems have much in common with object-oriented 

programming systems such as Smalltalk80 [17]. \Vith slight modifications, the fonnal 
description of program entities can be seen as a collection of object definitions. Productions 
correspond to the classes of object-oriented languages, components to instance variables, and 
unions to superclasses. The operations associated with program entities can be viewed as 
methods and the events correspond to messages. The language-independent kernel becomes an 
object-oriented kernel supporting an object-oriented database with facilities for browsing, 
instance creation and deletion, and the invocation of methods. (These correspondences will be 
made clearer in the following section.) 

We believe there are many advantage.s to treating programming environment generation as a 
fonn of object-oriented programming. The most important advantage is the new ability to 
support inheritance, considered by many to be the essence of object-oriented programming. 
Inheritance in the context of programming environment generation behaves as foHows. When a 
production is a member of a union, it inherits all the operations defined for the union. In this 
way, we can define the general behavior required for Pascal expressions once, with the 
EXPRESSION union, rather than repeating the definition for the = production, the + production, 
etc. We can extend the notion of union to permit the list of alternatives to include both 
productions and other unions. Then we can define the = and Al'fD productions as members of 
the BOOLEAN-EXPRESSION union, the BOOLEAN-EXPRESSION union as a member of the 
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EXPRESSION union and the EXPRESSION union as a member of the root OBJECT union. 
The OBJECT union would define the common behavior of all Pascal language constructs. For 
example, the generic create operation with its syntactic validity checking would be associated 
with the OBJECT union and inherited by all Pascal program objects. We have developed a 
prograrnrning environment for Pascal. called \lacGnome [4], following this object-oriented 
approach. 

\Ve also believe that object-oriented programming can benefit from recent research in 
programming environment generation. In panicular, we believe that the idea of describing 
object behavior in a formal, declarative notation can contribute substantially to the ease of 
developing and maintaining object-oriented programs. We propose that current methodology of 
writing methods as procedures be replaced with the description of methods as even.t-driven 
constraint satisfaction. 

In this scenario, the messages of object-oriented programming have the effect of sending a:1 
event. The name of the event is given in the message. When a message is received by an object, 
the corresponding class (a production in the language description terminology) is queried for a 
corresponding method. If there is an event matching the name given in the message. then the 
equations attached to that event become active. The active equations are evaluated in the order 
implied by the the dependencies among these equations. When a send equation is evaluated. it 
generates a message with the event given in the equation and sends the message to the 
destination(s) given in the equation. 

We have developed a declarative language, called ~1ELD. for writing object-oriented programs. 
~lELD is an extension of our notation for writing language descriptions in the context of 
programming environment generation. \1ELD includes notation for describing classes. including 
instance variables. methods and superclasses. It als9 provides a modularity construct, called the 
feature, to bundle together related class definitions and support information hiding. In the next 
section. we give an overview of ~lELD. The follmving section demonstr:!tes the advant;:.ges of 
~1ELD using an extended example. 

-t. \IELD Overview 
\lELDI is an object-oriented declarative language for writing object-oriented programs. These 

programs are constructed from software building blocks called features, ~lELD's unit of 
modularity. Each feature implements a basic unit of functionality such as a menu package, a 
\vindow manager, an incremental recompilaton facility, or an error handler. Fearures can be 
combined with other features to produce larger systems that merge their capabilities. 
Summarized briefly, the most important aspects of ~1ELD are these: 

• Each feature has an implementation consisting of a collection of classes and an 
interface the exports some of these classes and imports other features. Other object
oriented languages such as Flavors [2~1 provide bundling constructs based on the 
Lisp packages. but do not enforce interfaces. 

1 According to the dictionary. the word "meld" is a combination of "melt" plus "weld"; thus. meld means merge. 
~{eld also stands for Multiple Elucidation of Language Descriptions - suggested by David Barstow. 
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• Multiple inheritance is used to combine the class descriptions provided by one 
feature with those provided by others: This method of combination produces 
composite object definitions. The various contributing features act like Flavors 
mixins. 

• ~vrethods are written as systems of constraints on the values of instance variables. 
The most important advantage of this style of notation is that it allows the system to 
automatically derive dependencies and ordering relationships among methods, so 
that a client of a feature need not bother with the implementation of a feature in 
order to integrate it with mutually interacting features. 

• Instance variables are strongly typed, as in Traits [5]. The system provides a rich 
collection of base types (integer, boolean, string, text, etc.) and type constructors 
(sequence, set, ordered-set, array, etc.). Most other object-oriented languages 
provide a single constructor such as an array; for example, Smalltalk80 supports 
indexed instance variables. 

5. l\lELD: An Example 
We now illustrate how obj.ect-oriented programs are written in ~1ELD. First we describe a 

generic memory manager using NiELD. The processing performed by the memory manager is 
described using our declarative notation. Then we define a simple environment for 
programming-in-the-large that provides entities for the memory manager to manage. Finally, we 
combine these two features into a small system. The discussion that follows is informal; a more 
detailed account of the notation is given in [14]. 

5.1. A 'ternory 'tanager 
Suppose that we would like to implement a facility for loading and storing arbitrary entities to 

disk. Traditionally we might add this capability to the implementation of the entities. 
Alternatively we might add the facility to do memory management directly to the kernel. Using 
~1ELD, however, we take the modular approach: we define a feature that implements the memory 
manager; this feature can then be combined with other features that implement the entities to be 
managed. 

The Memory :-'lanager feature describes the world as seen from a simple memory manager's 
point of view. The world consists of a collection of memory managed entities grouped together 
under a memory managed root. Each memory managed entity has a unique identifier, a disk 
location, a designation of whether it is loaded in core or not, a'nd a timestamp representing the 
most recent access to it. This information about each memory managed entity is always 
maintained in core: the actual content of the entity is what the memory manager loads and stores. 

The root keeps track of the next available uniqueid, its own disk location for when the system 
is not in operation, and a table containing the stubs for all the memory managed entities, The 
root knows how many entities are currently loaded and maintains a table of loaded entities sorted 
by their timestamp. We assume for simplicity that the default memory management policy is to 
allow a maximum of n memory managed objects in core at one time; as new objects are accessed 
the least recently accessed objects will be stored on disk to make room. Later we will see how 
this policy can be tailored to meet the specific management policies of a system in which the 
~'lemory Manager feature is used. 
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Figure 5-1 gives the syntax description portion of our generic memory manager. Tne 
description is encapsulated into a feature, which has a name (Memory ~fanager), an interface 
and an implementation. The interface lists the classes exported by the feature in its exporrs 
clause and lists the other features that are imported in its imports clause. In this case. the ~1).1-
ROOT and '\c\I-E:\TITY classes are exported. The instance variables of i\P.vf-E~TITY are 
entirely hiddc::n, but the 'maxentities' instance variable of the Ivfi.'vl-ROOT class is available to 
other features that import the Memory Manager feature. The exported instance variables are 
listed within the square brackets ("0") following the name of their class; only the tis ted instance 
variables are accessible outside the feature. 

Feature Memory Manager 

Interface: 

Exports MM-ROOT [ma:cantitias], MM-Z~TITY [] 

Imports T~e, DiskIO 

Imple!nentation: 

Uses Time, DiskIO 

{* set of and ordered-set of define 
constructors. *} 

MM-ROOT : : = curid: integer 

MM-ENTITY 

maxentities: integer 
inuse: integer 
diskid: DIS:{-ID 
allentities: set of MM-ENTITY 

key uniqueid 
loaded: ordered-set of MM-E~TITY 

key uniqueid 
ordered low Qy lastuse 

: : = uniqueid: integer 
incore: boolean 
lastuse: TIMESTAMP 
diskid: DISK-ID 

End Feature Memory Manager 

Figure 5-1: Feature Description for a Memory Manager 

The i\lemory ~fanager feature imports two other features, Time and DisklO. which provide the 
functionalities implied by their names. The implementation part of the Memory Manager feature 
lists these two imported features in its uses clause. Our uses clause acts like the Ada ™ use 
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statement [27]: it has the effect of openin~ the scopes of the listed features, so the classes 
exported by Time and DisklO can be named directly, without an access path. In this case, the 
TIMESTA."'vlP class is imported from Time and the DISK-ID class is imported from DiskIO. If 
the Time feature appeared in the imports clause, but not in the uses clause, then it would be 
necessary to give the pathname Time.TThtrEST ANlP to refer to the TL'vIEST Nv1P class. 

In addition to the uses clause, a feature implementation may define any number of classes and 
unions. The Memory Manager implementation defines two classes: tvrM-ROOT and ~1Yl
E~TITY. The instance variables of these classes are listed, with their types, in Figure 5-1; the 
methods for the tv1M-RooT and MM-ENTITY classes are given in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. 
respectively. 

The :\IN-ENTITY class represents the entities managed by the memory manager. It defines 
four instance variables, 'uniqueid', 'incore', 'lastuse' and 'diskid', which contain the obvious 
infonnation. Each instance variable is typed. 'uniqueid' is an instance of the built-in class 
integer, 'incore' is an instance of the built-in class boolean, and 'lastuse' and 'diskid' are 
instances of classes imported from the Time and DiskIO features. Notice that the tv['yl-E~TITY 
class represents only the stub for the entity; there are no instance variables representing its 
content. Instance variables that do represent the content are added when the Memory Manager 
feature is merged with one or more other features that provide entities that require memory 
management This is explained later on. 

The IvDvl-ROOT class defines the memory managed root. It has six instance variables. The 
two most interesting instance variables are 'allentities' and 'loaded'. 'allentities' is a set of 
objects, where each of these objects is an instance of the tvlM-ENTITY class. In MELD, the set 
constructor guarantees uniqueness and supports access according to a key. In this case. the key is 
the 'uniqueid' instance variable of ~['yl-E~TITYs. As we will see later on, 'allentities' 
represents the stubs of all memory managed entities, both those that have been loaded into core 
and those that have not. . 

'loaded' is an ordered-set of objects. An ordered-set works in the same manner as a set, 
except that the objects are automatically ordered according to the value of a particular instance 
variable, in this case the 'lastuse' instance variable of IvTh1-ENTITYs. One behavior 
implemented by the methods for the Memory Manager feature is to maintain 'loaded' to include 
only the memory managed entities that are currently in core, These methods could use the 
notation "Ioaded[ 1]" to access the least recently used entity that is currently in core and 
"loaded[)ast]" to access the most recently used entity, 

The methods defined for the class :VIM-ROOT are given in Figure 5-2, The first of these is an 
equation that causes the value of the 'inuse' instance variable to be the length of the table of 
loaded \['yl-E~TITYs, where Length is a primitive provided by each MELD constructor. This 
kind of equation ("<address>:= <expression>") is called a constraint. It constrains the 'inuse' 
variable to be the same value as the length of the 'loaded' table. The constraint is unidirectional: 
whenever the length of 'loaded' changes, then the 'inuse' variable is automatically updated. The 
purpose of a constraint is to establish an invariant for all objects defined by the class (this can 
also be done procedurally, as in the active values of Loops [31 D. 
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Tne second method in Figure 5-2 sets the default value of 'ma,<entities' to be "100". The 
default is a ~-ecial fonn of action equation that can be overridden by other action equations. A 

default cons::r3.int is applied only if no other constraint in the final system sets the value of the 
ir.st:ll1ce variable on its left hand side. 

MM-ROOT 

Methods: 

{* 'inuse' is the length of 
the table of loaded objects. *} 

inuse := Length (loaded) 

{* Set the default val~e for 
maximum number of loaded objects. *} 

default maxentities : = 100 

{* Set up 'allentities' and 'loaded' 
instance variables as via~o/"s. 

Views are subsets of the collection of 
objects maintained by the kernel. *} 

allentities := View: is-prod (XM-ENTITY) 

loaded := View: is-prod (MM-ENTITY) and incora 

{* Initialization. *} 
CREATE --> curid := 1 

diskid := NewDis~ID() 

{* Increment uniqueid counter 
when a new object is created. *} 

NEWOBJECT --> curid := curid + 1 

{* On tercinating system execution, 
store all loaded objects. *} 

EXIT --> Send STOREYOURSELF To loaded [all] 

{* If 'loaded' table overflows, 
store the least recently used object. *} 

Assert inuse <= maxentities 
Exception Send S~OREYOORSELF To loaded[l] 

Figure 5-2: Methods for Memory ~fanaged Root 

The next two methods (with the 'allentities' and 'loaded' instance variables) are also 
constraints. On their right hand sides, they illustrate the use of a new mechanism that we call 
views [15]. :\ view consists of a collection of objects (defined by classes). all of which satisfy 
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some property. The specification of the property is given by a pattern. Here, for example, the 
elements of the 'allentities' instance variable are those objects of class M:M-ENTITY. The 
elements of 'loaded' are those objects that are NIM-ENTITYs and also have their 'incore' 
variable set to "true". The form of the collection given by the view is detennined by the type of 
the instance variable (respectively, set and ordered-set). The most remarkable property of a view 
is that its membership is dynamically adjusted as objects are added, deleted, and modified within 
the system. See [16] for a complete discussion of views and their implementation. 

The four methods discussed so far are different than the methods of most object-oriented 
languages in that none of these methods has a name (a name is sometimes called a selector in the 
literature). These methods are not triggered by the receipt of a message; they are permanently 
active, and are evaluated as necessary according to the dependencies between their right hand 
sides (arguments or inputs) and left hand sides (outputs). When an argument to a permanently 
active method changes in value, the method is automatically evaluated to produce a new value 
for its output instance variable. For obvious reasons, there must not be any circularities among 
the inputs and outputs of permanently active methods. 

The next three methods in Figure 5-2 are closer to traditional methods. In each case, one or 
more equations is attac};".!d to an event. As explained earlier, an event corresponds to the name of 
a method; an event can be sent to an object by the kernel or by another equation as the name (or 
selector) part of a message. The equations attached to a particular event are evaluated only when 
the object receives a message with the matching name. Thus the equations associated with an 
event implement the method whose name is given by the event 

The kernel automatically sends a message to an object whenever any of a collection of 
primitive operations (such as create, destroy and access) is performed on the object. An 
equation for one object can also send a message to another object using the send equation 
("Send <event> to <desriruuion(s»"). When a new memory managed root is created. the kernel 
sends the CREATE event to the root This causes the corresponding method to be evaluated. 
The method consists of two constraints: one initializes 'curid' to "I" and the other sets 'diskid' to 
the value of the function NewDiskID. These constraints are different from the constraints 
discussed previously, which were not attached to events. These two constraints are evaluated 
only when their event is received. In particular, they are not re-evaluated whenever their 
arguments change in value (otherwise the second equation would continue re-evaluating itself 
forever, since NewDiskID returns a different value on each invocation). 

exit is another primitive kernel operation. When the system terminates, the kernel 
automatically sends the EXIT event to all the objects it maintains. Most objects do not have a 
method for the EXIT event, and so do nothing in this situation. The !vUvI-ROOT class does 
define a method for the EXIT event, so this method is performed when the memory managed 
root receives the EXIT event. The method sends the STOREYOURSELF event to every entity 
in the 'loaded' table. causing each memory managed entity that is currently in core to be saved 
on disk. The STOREYOURSELF event does not correspond to a primitive kernel operation: it is 
implicitly defined as a new event by its appearance in the Memory Manager feature. 

The ~'EWOBJEcr event is also defined by the implementor. As we will see later, this event 
is sent (by the new entity) whenever a new entity is created. The equation that implements the 
method increments the value of 'curid' to produce the next unique identifier. 
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The final method for the :\I[\l-ROOT class is called an assertion. An assertion 
("Assert <boolean expression> Exception <action equation>") causes the kernel to check that a 
cenain condition is true. If that condition is ever false. the exception can correct the situation. 
display an error. etc. 1, this case we use an assertion to check that our system has not loaded too 
many e:-:~ities into core. If such a condiLion is detected. the equation sends the 
STOREYOCRSELF event as needed to store the least recently accessed :\IL\i1-El'rnTYs to disk. 
Since the assertion is not attached to any event, this activity is repeated as necessary to keep the 
number of loaded entities less than or equal to the value of 'maxentities'. 

The methods for :\I1YI-ENTITY, shown in Figure 5-3. are similar. The function of the methods 
should be self-explanatory. The equations involve calls to several functions provided externally, 
namely Load, Store, NewDiskID, FreeDiskID and Now. NewDiskID and FreeDiskID are made 
available by virtue of the importation of the DiskIO feature.2 The most important of these are 
Load and Store, which are implemented as kernel primitives that respectively load and store 
objects to disk. Now is also a kernel primitive. 

5.2. A Small Environment for Programming-in-the-Large 
Now that we have defined a generic memory manager, we need some entities for it to manage. 

As part of this example, we use ~1ELD to describe a small environment for programming-in-the
large. The environment illustrated in Figu:-e 5-4 provides modules and implementations as 
enti!ies to be memory managed. A module consists of internal modules and irnplement.1tions, 
plus additional information such as lists of imports and exports. Modules are organized into 
collections called projects; as we will see, a project corresponds to a memory managed root. The 
full description of this environment should also contain an associated operational component (for 
example, methods to check interfaces between modules), but this is not shown here. 

5.3. \Ierging the \Iemory .\-lanager and the \todule Description Environment 
Continuing with our example, we need to combine the :-V1emory Manager and :-Vlodule 

Description Environment features into a system. In this system. the memory manager will 
manage modules and implementations of modules. \Ve do this by est.1blishing a connection 
between the ~r.vr-ROOT and PROJECf classes, on the one hand, and between the ~l?vl

E:--:nTY, ~fODULE and L"fPLEivIENTA nON classes, on the other. Figure 5-5 illustrates how 
this is done using :-V-IELD. 

A feature may combine a group of other features. The features are imported in the interface 
part of the feature. In this case the ~1emory Managed ~todule feature imports both the ~remory 
;-'tanager and Module Description Environment features, so it is a client of both of these features. 
The classes from the two imported features are merged in the implementation part of the 
~lemory t-,'lanaged ~lodule feature. \Vhen the :-V-0.1-ROOT class is merged with the PROJECT 
class, this means that the PROJECT class of the Memory Managed Module feature has all the 
instance variabks from both the PROJECf class of the Module Description Environment feature 

2FeJtures c:m export functions as well as classes. Functions are defined as collections of action equations and 
auxiliary instance variables. These issues are not discussed further in this paper. 
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MM-ENTITY .. -
Methods: 

{* When an entity is accessed, 
load it, if necessary, and update timestamp. *} 

ACCESS --> Assert incore 
Exception Send LOAD YOURSELF To self 
lastuse : = Now ( ) 

{* When an entity is created assign it a disk 
location and a unique identifier. 
Send the NEWOBJECT event to the closest ancestor 
of the MM-ENTITY object that is an instance 
of the MM-ROOT class. *} 

CREATE --> diskid:= UndefinedDiskID 
uniqueid := AMM-ROOT.curid 
Send NEWOBJECT To AMM-ROOT 

{* When an entity is deleted free its disk space. *} 
DELETE --> Assert diskid = UndefinedDiskID 

Exception diskid:= FreeDiskID(diskid) 

{* Load an entity from disk. The Load function 
returns a boolean indicating success. *} 

LOADYOURSELF --> Assert incore 
Exception print : = "Could not load." 
incore := Load(diskid) 

{* When an entity is stored, get a new 
disk location if necessary and 
store the entity on disk. 
Store returns a boolean indicating success. *} 

STOREYOURSELF --> Assert diskid != UndefinedDiskID 
Exception diskid := NewDiskID() 
incore : = not Store (diskid) 
Assert not incore 
Exception print := "Could not store." 

Figure 5-3: Methods for Memory Managed Object 

and from the ~rM-ROOT class of the Memory Manager feature. However, the only instance 
variable from the ~M-ROOT class that can actually be accessed by the client is 'maxentities'. 
since it is the only instance variable exported by Memory Manager. In this case, the client 
defines a method that overrides the default value of "100" and changes the value of 'maxentities' 
to "200". 
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Feature Module Description Enviro~~ent 

Interface: 

{* Export all the classes with 
all their instance variables. *} 

Exnorts all 

{* Imports feature(s) defining 
the desired programming language. *} 

Imnorts Programming Language 

Imnlementation: 

Uses Progr~ing Languags 

{* 'seg of 
MODUU 

PROJECT 

MODULE 

MODUU' indicatss a s9SU3nc3 of 
objects. *} 

- proj-nar:ls: identifier 
modules: S9C 0= MODULE 

.. - mod-nama: identifier 
imports: seg of IMPORT-!T~1 
e;cports: seg of SIQi.rl.TUR£ 
components: seg of COHPONE:IT 

IMPORT-ITEM .. - identifier 

COMPONZNT MODOLZ 

{* SIGNATURE and CODE ara L~ported from the 
Programming Language feature. *} 

IMPI.~v.ENTATION ::= sig~aturs: SIGNATURZ 
body: CODE 

End Feature Module Description Environcent 

Figure 5-4: Specification of a \-fodule Description Environment 

The ~vtemory Managed Module system works as follows. Consider the case where a module 
(or implementation) is accessed by some external agent. This would happen, for example, when 
the user of the environment for programming-in-the-large rried to read the text of the module. 
The kernel sends the primitive ACCESS event to the MODULE object. This activates any the 
ACCESS method, that is, the action equatior.s attached to the ACCESS event. In this case, the 
only equations are inherited from the rvL\I-ENTITY class; these equations are repeated in Figure 
5-6. The assertion checks whether the 'incore' instance variable has the value true; if not, the 
kernel sends a message with the LOADYOURSELF event to self, meaning the ~rODL1...E 
object. In any case, 'lastuse' is updated to the current time. 
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Feature Memory Managed Module 

Interface: 

Exports: 

Imports: Module Description Environment, 
Memory Manager 

Implementation: 

Merges: 

{* 'MM-ROOT' is equated with 'PROJECT' and 
'MM-ENTITY' is equated with both 'MODULE' 
and with 'IMPLEMENTATION'. *} 

Feature Module Description Environment 
Feature Memory Manager 

with MM-ROOT as PROJECT 
MM-ENTITY as MODULE, IMPLEMENTATION 

{* Only the 'maxentities' instance variable of the 
'PROJECT' class is exported by Memory Manager, 
and thus can be referred to here. *} 

PROJECT .. - maxentities: integer 

Methods: 

{* The value of 'maxentities' is 
changed from 100 to 200. *} 

maxentities := 200 

End Feature Memory Managed Module 

Figure 5-5: Merging Memory Manager and ~fodule Description Environment 

If a \-fODULE (or IMPLE~fENTA nON) object receives a message with the 
LOADYOliRSELF event, the two equations inherited from the M:M-ENTITY class are 
activated: these equations are also repeated in Figure 5-6. The constraint is evaluated first. since 
the assertion is dependent on the value of 'incore'. Remember that active action equations are 
always evaluated in' the order implied by the dependencies among their inputs and outputs. The 
constraint calls the kernel Load function to load the entity from the disk location indicated by 
the 'diskid' instance variable. If the load fails for some reason, such as the entity not being 
found at the disk location, then the subsequent evaluation of the assertion and its exception 
C.1uses an error message to be printed. 

Recall that a newly loaded module is automatically added to the 'loaded' instance variable of 
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MM-ENTITY .. -
ACCESS --> Assert inco=e 

E:<ceotion Send LO~.DYOURSELF To self 
lastuse : = l'ow () 

LOAD YOURSELF --> Assert incore 
Exception print := "Could not lead." 
incore := Load(diskid) 

Figure 5·6: Some Methods for ~10DtJLEs and L\IPLE~1E:-'l A TIO;:\s 

the PROJECT object, because of the method inherited from :\Lv!-ROOT (repeated in Figure 5-7), 
The 'in use , variable is constrained to be the length of 'loaded' because of another r::ethod 
inherited from ~e..!-ROOT, also repeated, The assertion is automatically evaluated if the v:tlue 
of 'inuse' changes. If the new value of 'inuse' is greater than 'maxentities', the exce;:nion sends 
the STOREYOURSELF event to the least recently accessed entity in the 'loaded' table. This 
causes this module or implementation to l:e stored on disk, afte, which it is autOmatically 
removed from 'loaded'. 

MM-ROOT .. -
loaded .- View: is-prod (HM-ENTITY) and incore 

inuse : = Length (loaded) 

{* 'maxentities' 
the number of 
be in core at 

Assert 
Exceotion 

is actually one greater t~an 
entities that may (transiently) 
the same time. *} 

inuse <= maxentities 
Send STOREYOURSELF To loaded[l] 

Figure 5· 7: Some ~Iethods for PROJECTs 

6. Conclusion 
This behavior demonstrates the most important advantage of using action equations rather than 

procedures to write methods. When a message is received. all of the ~lELD equations attached to 
the corresponding event become active. This is in addition to those equations that are not 
attached to any event, and are thus permanently active. These equations are evaluated in the 
order implied by the dependencies among the equations. Thus the Memory Manager feature can 
describe the behavior for memory managed entities without concern for the specific behaviors 
defined for the particular entities by other features. The implementor of these other features can 
write their behaviors without concern that their methods will mask or interfere with the methods 
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that perform memory management. (This is also the goal of the form of multiple inheritance 
proposed by Snyder [30].) For example,' the implementor of the Module Description 
Environment feature can define a method for the ACCESS event knowing that this method will 
not block any methods defined by the Memory Manager feature for the ACCESS event. 

This would not be possible in an object-oriented language where methods were defined 
procedurally. Most such languages require that each class provide at most one method for each 
relevant message. If a class defines a method with a particular name, it automatically overrides 
any inherited methods with the same name. If a class does not define a method with a particular 
name, a search strategy is applied to the superclasses to select exactly one matching method to 
apply. This does not permit the independent development of different behaviors in response to 
the same message. 

Some object-oriented languages do allow multiple methods to be invoked for the same 
message. In these languages, the problem arises as to the order in which the various procedures 
should be invoked. Three solutions to this problem have been proposed: (1) require the class to 
explicitly invoke the desired methods inherited from superclasses, as in Loops; (2) require the 
class to define a primary method and require the superclasses to explicitly state whether their 
auxiliary methods are applied before or after the main method, as in Flavors; and (3) to define a 
general search strategy, such as apply the methods in the order they are found in a depth-first (or 
breadth-first) search of the hierarchy of classes and their superclasses. The first solution is 
completely general, but requires intimate knowledge of the methods provided by superclasses. 
The second and third solutions are not sufficient for all cases. 

Our declarative notation for methods provides a solution to this problem that will in fact 
handle all situations. We apply all the methods that match the event given in the message. The 
equations that implement these methods are invoked in the order implied by the dependencies 
among the equations. This solution is feasible only for equations. not for procedures, because it 
is in general impos·.5ible to mechanically determine the dependencies among procedures. 

There are situations when it is desirable for a class to provide methods that override the 
corresponding methods defined by its superclasses. MELD provides the default action equation 
for these situations. The feature that defines a method determines whether or not it is reasonable 
for the method to ever be overridden; if so, it is defined as a default. 
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